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Abstract

Christabel is  an  intricate  and puzzling  narrative  poem which
deals with the psychological trauma of an innocent maiden who is at the
threshold of adolescence. Her mind is a stage where phantoms of her
imagination are let loose to play vital roles in brining about the catharsis
of her repressed desires. The reader finds himself bewildered at such a
quick succession of dream after dream; vision after vision; trance after
trance. The piece has vagueness of a dream and there is hardly a logical
sequence in the events. The supernatural machinery is interwoven with
the real trauma of the loss of mother and its aftermaths which can be
best  interpreted in  Freudian dream worki analysis.  The poem records
tramatic  phases  in  the  life  of  Christabel  leading  to  her  progression
towards maturity by overcoming the sense of loss. It is a lament over
physical  as well  as psychological  death of mother  as  experienced by
Christabel.  This  paper  analyzes  different  phases  Christabel  passes
through by applying a psychoanalytic theoretical framework. It tackles
the ever perpexing question of the birth of ‘I’ and how it determines all
the subsequent identifications by our first loss—the loss of mother. The
poem not  only  deals  with  the  loss  of  mother  crucial  in  determining
Christabel’s identity but also with her anxiety and frustration over the
gap she finds difficult to bridge between her instinctual ‘I’ and social ‘I’ ii

unless aided by supernatural agencies.

Keywords: Christabel; Mother; Trauma; Loss; Identity; Instinctual ‘I’;
Social ‘I’.

1 S. T. Coleridge. Christabel. 2nd edn. (London: William Bulmer, 1816). Lines.196-97. 
All subsequent references are to the text of this edition unless stated otherwise and are 
parenthetically incorporated into the text of the paper by line numbers.
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Introduction

Christabel deals with the psychological trauma of a maiden who
is  alienated  from  her  mother—the  center  of  her  affections—by  the
latter’s death at the hour when she was born.  Mother is our first object
of desire whom we lose with the birth of ‘I’.  Once we proceed from
instinctual ‘I’ to the dialectic of social ‘I’,  there occurs a split  in our
psyche.  This fissure  between ‘I  and the ‘other’  is  frustrating;  all  our
future identifications are directed towards bridging the gap between the
two  to  recover  the  loss  that  occurs  at  the  Mirror  Stage iii.  We  seek
identification with the other in order to dispel the anxiety of our earlier
loss and then separate ourselves when it  does not  offer wholeness or
completeness.  Christabel  refers  to  the  tragedy  of  her  mother’s  death
repeatedly and the poem is but a lamentation over the loss iv. It not only
refers  to  the  literal  or  physical  death  of  her  mother  but  hints  at
metaphorical  death too when she discovers herself  as an autonomous
being—distinctly separate from her mother. This birth can be literal as
well as metaphorical.  

Christabel’s Progression from Infancy to Adolescence

Christabel can  be  interpreted  and  understood  in  the  light  of
Lacan’s Mirror Stage when a baby is confronted with his own image in
the mirror and discovers the bitter reality of his existence beyond mother
with whom he used to identify himself hitherto. However, Julia Kristeva
attributes  the  birth  of  ‘I’  to  a  stage  earlier  than  Mirror  Stage  which
marks  a  turning  point—the  point  where  the  child  renounces  his
identification with his mother to establish the boundary between ‘I’ and
the  ‘other’(McAfee  48).   Here  Geraldine  is  a  mother  figure  who
represents the split in Christabel’s psyche. She stands for the loss that
Christabel has suffered at her birth. 

Christabel’s sense of loss is obvious from the title of the paper
which is suggestive of her obsessive love for her mother. To be unable
to recover the loss fills her with disgust; hence leading to a succession of
images—fascinating as well as frightful to the sight—which the narrator
employs  to  reinforce  the  fact.  Sophie  Thomas  says  that  Christabel
evokes a confused reponse among its readers by keeping them ‘in an
uneasy state of attraction and repulsion’ (51). Most readers are attracted
by the element of gothicism and ambiguous sexuality of Geraldine yet
Coleridge’s contemporaries regard its ‘content as shockingly immoral if
not obscene’ (ibid, 51). To Christabel, Geraldine is an ambiguous figure
who embodies in her person good as well  as evil  elements.  The evil
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forces  and  virtuous  powers  are  shown  at  work  simultaneously.  It
becomes  difficult  to  figure  out  whether  she is  a  guardian spirit  or  a
demonic agent.  “Moreover, 'Christabel' suggests that the gorgeous, but
ominous 'Geraldine' is the heroine's dark alter ego, especially when this
'stately' figure all in white disrobes in Christabel's bedroom to reveal a
'bosom and half her side' too horrific for description.”(Hogle 18+). The
lovely exterior of  Geraldine concealing her despicable bosom reflects
Christabel’s adoration as well as disgust with something she can never
have again in life.  One feels fascinated by something only when it is
inaccessible and beyond possession. In Christabel’s case, it is Geraldine
that  arouses  her  feeling  of  love  and  hate  simultaneously.  While
commenting on the complex and ambiguous nature of female vampire
portrayed by the nineteenth century writers, Andrea Weiss terms it as ‘a
negative stereotype’ as it embodies an image of death and desire; hence
representing  unconscious  fears  and  repressed  fantasies  of  the  living
ones(Qtd in Amador 8+). Christabel sees Geraldine as a guardian angel
and serpent too at different moments; alluring yet disgusting. She not
only represents conflicts within Christabel’s psyche but also shows her
love-hate relationship with her mother. Christabel loves her as much as
she despises her. 

The images which Coleridge employs in  Christabel are female
and maternal: ‘A toothless mastiff bitch’(7) is the first image that sets a
note for further exploration. The image may not be palatable to many
readers but the question arises why the narrator wants us to focus on
female and maternal? Not only does he show obsession with female but
also preoccupation with desirable as well as disgusting elements in her.
It is not incidental as the image fascinates as well as repel and the next
image  ‘my  lady’s  shroud’  (13)  strengthens  our  belief  in  that.  The
imagery  throughout  the  poem  is  perplexing  as  the  moment  we  feel
fascinated by something, the narrator presents the contradictory image—
undesirable and repulsive. ‘The huge, broad breasted old oak tree’(42)
where  Christabel  prays  has  been  portrayed  as  female  figure  with
maternal instinct of providing and feeding. She hears a moan which is
‘on the other side’(41) and she cannot figure out where from it came?
‘On the other side’ is a reference to the unconscious—a store house for
the repressed desires.  Geraldine’s voice is  ‘faint  and sweet’(72) as if
coming from a  distance  or  from the other  world—a valley  of  death.
“Whereas Freud calls this phenomenon as ‘the return of the repressed’,
Kristeva calls it  ‘maternal abject’”(McAfee 49). This repressed desire
exists  on  the  borderline  of  the  consciousness.  According  to  Clair  B.
May, Geraldine’s character offers a good deal of commentary as it is
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puzzling and enigmatic.  She cannot be easily identified with good or
evil. She represents Christabel’s repressed desire and preoccupation with
the mother/child  dyad that  haunts  individuated ego.  The poem opens
with ambiguous female figures generally identified with maternal:  the
mastiff bitch, the spectre of my lady in her shroud, the old oak tree and
Geraldine.  Geraldine  is  frightening  yet  desirable;  from  her  first
appearance in the poem she has been associated with classic signs of the
abject: the uncanny, death, and perhaps evil(699+).

The moon imagery in Christabel is not only a reinforcement of
female but also of the dark elements lurking in the unconscious. The
moon  rises  in  the  sky  at  night  and  represents  the  darkness  of  the
unconscious.  In  679  lines,  the  word  ‘moon’  occurs  6  times:  ‘The
moon’(18), ‘the moonlight shone’(60), ‘in moonshine cold’(146), ‘the
moon  shines  dim’(175),  ‘a  moonbeam enters’(176),  ‘kneeling  in  the
moonlight’(284).   The word ‘night’  occurs 11 times in the  narrative.
Christabel finds Geraldine in the forest which is thick and dark. Ensuing
images  of  the  night,  woods  and  dreams  reflect  the  dark  side  of  the
human psyche. Christabel sees Geraldine in a ‘silken robe of white’(59)
with ‘blue veined feet’  (63).  Her exceedingly stately white dress and
visible blue veins testify to her death.  In her vision, “Again she saw that
bosom old/Again she felt that bosom cold”(457-458). ‘That bosom old’
and ‘That bosom cold’ insinuate to the death of a mother. The coldness
of bosom suggests the coldness of a dead body. Not only her bosom but
her brow is also moist and cold. Christabel’s instant supplication ‘Mary
Mother,  save  me  now’(69)  is  an  unconscious  slip  of  the  tongue  to
recover the loss of mother. 

Christabel is like an innocent, unprotected child who goes out in
the  forest  at  midnight  and  brings  back  with  her  evil  lurking  in  the
wilderness surrounding her. Christabel is vulnerable to the evil influence
due to the void in her life. Sir Leoline, Christabel’s father, hardly fulfils
his responsibility towards his daughter and mother is not there to protect
her.  Patriarchal  authority  is  non  existent  as  Sir  Leoline  neglects  his
child.  She  longs  for  companionship  which  is  obvious  from her  first
dream before she meets Geraldine. “She had dreams all yesternight/of
her own betrothèd knight”; (27-28). She creates Geraldine—a maternal
figure—to  fill  in  the  void.  Geraldine  accordingly  assumes  different
roles. She is welcomed, entertained, embraced then repelled. Geraldine
is a puppet whose strings are pulled by Christabel to suit her purpose.
Her elusivesness shows that she exists as a projection of Christabel’s
fantastic desire, and she has no physical existence now beyond the realm
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of  imagination.  Geraldine  seems  to  be  in  control  of  Christabel  who
manipulates her. 

Christabel  shows  the  growth  of  Christabel  from  infancy  to
adulthood including  the  losses  and gains.  The first  part  of  the  poem
shows her obsession with the memories of her mother and her ceaseless
mourning over the loss. Christabel’s intense craving for her mother is
expressed through a deliberate choice of words and mother/child images.
Christabel carries ‘a weary weight/Over the threshold of the gate’(131-
32). Her mother’s memory is a weight upon her unconscious which is
why  Geraldine  is  introduced as  ‘a  lady  of  a  far  countree’(225)  who
knows that all who live in heaven love ‘holy Christabel’(228) dearly.
She introduces herself as ‘a maiden most forlorn’(195). Distant is the
valley of death and Geraldine is abandoned or forsaken by the living
ones. Christabel offers Geraldine a glass of wine prepared by her mother
to inculcate virtue. She wishes to recover her mother through the words
she  utters  in  agony  ‘O  mother  dear!  That  thou  wert  here’(202).
Christabel can find peace of mind only when the memory of her mother
‘the  bodiless  dead’(209)  is  exorcised  from  her  unconscious.  She
imagines Geraldine trying to expel her mother’s spirit by warding her
off  “with  altered  voice,  said  she,  off  wandering  mother!’(204-205).
Christabel’s obsession with her mother clouds her wisdom and does not
allow  her  to  see  things  in  real  frame  of  reference.  Geraldine’s
incantation ‘off woman off! ‘t is given to me’(211) shows her perpetual
effort to ward off the hovering spirit  so Christabel can have peace of
mind. There are signals in the narrative which reaffirm that Geraldine is
a phantom of Christabel’s imagination or a ghost of her dead mother.
While  Christabel  leads  her  into  the  castle,  the  mastiff  bitch  moans
uncomfortably and ‘a tongue of light’ and ‘a fit of flame’(159) can be
seen which is weird. The narrator emphasizes that Geraldine’s weariness
is occasioned by her ‘ghastly ride’(216). The reference to the ghosts of
three  sextons  reinforces  that  the  ghosts  of  the  departed  ones  keep
hovering unless they are put to rest in our unconscious. In other words,
our first identification with and alienation from mother determines all
future identifications with and alienations from others we come across
daily.

Coleridge shows the psychological  development of  Christabel
gradually. Initially, she is presented as an innocent girl fixated with the
image  of  mother.  As  a  survival  strategy  she  needs  to  detach  her
affections from the lost mother and reattach them elsewhere. Her dreams
about  ‘the  betrothed  knight’(28)  reveal  her  tranferred  desire.  This
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tranference of affections is crucial to establish her identity as a distinct
individual—essentially  separate  from  the  mother.  From  motherly
affection springs the desire for identification with the ‘other’. 

                                  With open eyes(ah woe is me!)
                                  Asleep and dreaming fearfully
                                  Fearfully dreaming, yet I wis,
                                  Dreaming that alone, which is—
                                  O sorrow and shame! Can this be she,
                                  The lady who knelt at the old oak tree? 

(“Christabel” 292-297)

Christabel passes through three developmental stages which can
be identified with Id,  ego and superegov.  Geraldine can be identified
with  Christabel’s  id  as  she  represents  her  instincts  or  primal  desire.
Geraldine is a manifestation of her instinctual desire as her first dream
shows. The evidence of it is that Christabel wakes up embarrassed with
the first morning star as she realizes that her primal desire or the first
instinct—the desire  for  identification with  the  lost  mother—has  been
replaced by a desire for identification with the ‘other’.  That evokes a
feeling of shame in her but it is significant to note that Geraldine was
lying  ‘still  and  mild’  just  like  a  ‘mother  with  her  child’(301).  The
narrator immediately employs the mother/child image. Geraldine does
not seem to be aware of the transformation that occurs in Christabel. It is
Christabel  whose  wandering  thoughts  ‘moved  to  and  fro’(240).
Geraldine provides her security and comfort by taking her in her arms
but it was Christabel who ‘hath a vision sweet’(326). The vagueness of
her dream perplexes her; she smiles and weeps at the same time at the
ambiguous nature of her dream.  There dawns upon her a new reality—
her desire for identification with the ‘other’. She shudders at the vicious
nature of her dream as it was horrifying to see a transformed figure of
Geraldine in its ugliness yet sharing her couch. When she recovers from
a trance, she instantly consoles herself by saying ‘What if her guardian
spirit it were’ and ‘What if she knew her mother near?’(327-328). She
assumes that maybe her mother came over to steer her affections in the
right direction as saints do come in disguise to help the wretched souls.
She  gets  the  coded message  from her  unconscious  in  her  dream yet
could not decipher meaning at this stage. The first part of the poem ends
here with Christabel’s feeling of pleasure and sorrow. 

The second part of Christabel begins with the narrator’s account
of inevitability of death ever since ‘the custom and law began’ (338).
The death imagery predominates with references to ‘a warning knell’
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(342), ‘three sinful sextons’ ghosts’ (353) and the devil—the reminders
of death to the living ones.  On waking up, Geraldine puts on her white
vestments—a  colour  usually  associated  with  purity.  She  wakes  up
Christabel who leads Geraldine to see her father without being aware of
the hideous nature of her sinful dream. The moment she rises from her
bed and the trance is over she prays ‘That He, who on the cross did
groan, Might wash away her sins unknown.’(389-90). Her greeting to
‘the lofty lady’ (384) in her dream shows the acceptance of something
which will incur society’s censure if it is not directed towards the proper
object  of  desire.  Introducing  Geraldine  to  her  father  means  to  seek
sanction from the society as Sir Leoline stands for the ‘the Law of the
Father’vi or superego. The moment Sir Leoline takes Geraldine into his
arms,  Christabel  has  another  vision  which  brings  clarity  to  our
understanding as it introduces the knight—a male figure. Knight stands
for ego as that is a natural law of society for a woman to have a male
companion. 

The trances or visions are vital in the scheme of  Christabel as
they show her progression from instinctual ‘I’ to the dialectic of social
‘I’.  The first  dream shows her instinctive craving for her mother; the
second  one  is  yearning  for  the  ‘other’  and  the  third  one  shows
inclination towards natural course as sanctioned by society. Patriarchal
authority, Sir Leoline, is shown up ‘weak in health’ (118) or, in other
words, weak in authority. He becomes active at the end of part 2 of the
narrative and asserts himself to show the right path by taking Geraldine
in  his  arms.  He  points  to  the  socially  accepted  norm  where  female
companions  are  taken  by  males.  His  embrace  is  reciprocated  by
Geraldine  who  prolongs  it  ‘with  joyous  look’  (450).  The  superego
intervenes in the guise of Sir Leoline; it imposes itself when something
weird is being noticed in Christabel’s behaviour. 

                                               ………A vision fell

                                              Upon the soul of Christabel,

                                             The vision of fear, the touch and pain!

                                             She shrunk and shuddered, and saw again—

                                             (Ah, woe is me! Was it for thee,

                                             Thou gentle maid! Such sights to see?

(451-456)

No sooner does she have her third vision ‘whereat the knight
turned wildly round, and nothing saw but his own sweet maid’ (460), Sir
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Leoline asks his daughter what ails her? She replies peacefully ‘All will
yet  be  well(473).’  Things  assume clarity  here  as  she knows that  the
knight  can  clear  the  woods  from ‘thing  unblest’(531)  and save  ‘that
dove, that gentle bird’(534) by killing ‘a bright green snake’(551) of the
Bard Bracy’s dream. The dream is symbolic in the sense that it contains
the images of an innocent dove and a serpent which clearly stand for
Christabel and Geraldine. Besides, the recurrence of green colour in the
dream  shows  Christabel’s  youth  and  immaturity.  The  serpent  has
crouched itself  nearby the dove’s neck almost  choking her existence.
Unless she is released from the serpent’s suffocating embrace, there is a
slim chance of her survival or independence. The dove and serpent in the
forest symbolically represent Christabel’s unconscious.  She goes into a
trance and sees  resemblance between a snake’s  eyes and Geraldine’s
eyes.  She  feels  disgusted  with  the  ‘shrunken  serpent  eyes’  (604)  of
Geraldine and instantly  falls at Sir Leoline’s feet to send this woman
away. Here,  Geraldine turns around and takes leave after  praying for
Christabel  ‘Jesu,  Maria  shield  her  well’  (584).  Unless  Christabel  is
steered in the right direction, she is prone to horrifying visions in which
‘all her features were resigned / to this sole image in her mind’ (605-06).
The  moment  the  trance  is  over,  Christabel  is  at  ease.  Christabel’s
‘distressful cry’ (548) is for companionship after the loss of her mother
while  Sir  Leoline  is  neglectful  of  his  duties.  He  even  misinterprets
Bracy’s  dream  of  crushing  the  snake  and  mistakes  Geraldine  for  a
‘beauteous dove’ (571).  At this point a voice is heard by Sir Leoline
that this was the child for whom mother prayed at her death bed. This
dream shows not only Christabel’s enormous fear of defaming her father
but  also  Sir  Leoline’s  reawakening  to  the  existence  of  his  sweet
daughter.  From  the  fixated  image  of  mother,  Christabel  makes
progression towards the image of knight  and enters adolescence.  She
overcomes her sense of loss by the role played by Geraldine and Sir
Leoline. They enable her to make socially acceptable choices in life. She
is reconciled to her sense of loss by supernatural agencies, dreams and
trances. 

Conclusion
The formation of ‘I’ is agonizing as well as fulfilling process.

The conflict between instinctual ‘I’ and social ‘I’ makes it all the more
difficult  for  us  to  reconcile  these  two  selves  harmoniously.  Dream
images express Christabel’s unarticulated desires; hence enabling her to
gradually overcome her sense of loss by detaching her affections from
the lost mother to the knight.  With every dream, she wakes up to a new
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sense of selfhood. Geraldine appears in different guises in the poem to
signify the traumatic changes that occur in Christabel’s psychological
growth. In the last dream, a snake is ultimately crushed and an innocent
dove is saved by sending Geraldine away. Christabel eventually gets the
better  of  her  obsession  with  her  mother’s  image  and  her  haunting
memories. Emerged from her love-hate relationship, she comes to see
Geraldine as a serpent who has strangled her growth and existence. Sir
Leoline  assumes  his  role  and  pulls  Christabel  out  of  her  childhood
trauma.  As  infant’s  subsequent  identities  are  determined  by  his  first
identification with and separation from mother at the Mirror Stage, there
is likelihood of his going astray if there is no strong paternal authority or
social taboos to check his behaviour. In the absence of father or social
law, one is at a greater risk of being dominated by id (instinctual ‘I’).
Finding ‘self’ is as much tramatic as the loss of ‘self’ because one self
has to die before the birth of the other self.

End Notes
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i      Freudian Interpretation of Dreams brought revolution in the interpretation of literary texts as ‘dream work’ terminology describes the process by
which the real events or desires are  transformed into dream images. The two important processes usually employed by psychoanalysts to probe into
the unconscious are displacement or transferrence and condensation. In displacement, one person or event is replaced by another which bears some
connection with it or is somehow associated with it due to some form of symbolic replacement while in condensation a number of people or events
are combined into a single dream image. For further detail consult Peter Barry. Beginning Theory:Introduction to Literary and Cultural Theory.P.96-
98(listed)

ii    Lacan, a French theorist and psychologist, returns to Freud in order to formulate his theory of the divided subject in “The Four Fundamental
Principles of Psychoanalysis”. According to him, a child at the age of two confronts his own image in the mirror and alienates himself from mother
which causes a split in his psyche. He gets divided against himself. All his future identifications are determined by his first loss. This image becomes
his perpetual other with whom he seeks identification.  The reflection evokes two contradictory responses: he recognizes himself as an individual
having a distinct identity of his own but, at the same time, he loses himself in the ‘other’. This fake image becomes his perpetual ‘other’.  He
identifies himself with and alienates himself from the image simultaneously.  He loses himself precisely at the moment of the birth of ‘I’. This is intra
personal dialectic or ‘specular I’ which interacts with culture and language and becomes ‘social I’ around the age of two when the child enters into the
symbolic order. This entry into the symbolic order introduces the social Other denoted by capital ‘O’. It represents the Father, the Law, castration and
language. For further detail consult.  Literature and Psychoanalysis: Intertextual Readings ( New York: Palgrave, 2001)P. 6-7
iii      Lacan conceives of human subjectivity in three stages: the imaginary, the symbolic and the real.  The real refers to the preverbal stage. The
symbolic stage comes when a child enters into the realm of language and the imaginary refers to Mirror Stage which posits a split in the subject. He
identifies himself with the image with which he is confronted for the first time. All his future identifications are determined by the loss that occurs at
this stage. This image becomes his perpetual other and a mirage. He finds himself precisely at the moment when he loses himself in the other. Ruth
Parkin-Gounelas. Literature and Psychoanalysis: Intertextual Readings( New York: Palgrave, 2001) P.91-96.
iv      According to Melanie Klein, the lost object is not an actual person but an “internal object.” The subject has a love-hate relationship with the lost 
object, love because he finds it difficult to adjust himself with his surroundings as he is obsessive love for it and hate because he has been suffered its 
loss. He has actually internalized the loss that occurred outside of himself. For further detail consult Noelle McAfee’s Julia Kristeva.p.60 (Listed)
v
     Freudian concept of self holds an impotant place in psychology as it provides a foundation for future theorists and analysts who seek to explore

human  subjectivity.  Freud’s major contribution is the discovery of the unconscious through which self can be explored and discovered. Initially, he
described self as a product of the conscious and the unconscious but later he described it as an entity which is composed of the Id, the ego and the
superego. Many theorists and psychologists agree that ‘Id’ is a storehouse for primary biological drives or instinctual desires such as pleasure, pain,
hunger, self preservation or self destruction etc. Superego is the law of society and internalization of social norms. It is awaeness of cultural censor
against violation of established norms. “Ego is a conscious aspect which one tries to develop or discover. Freud offered a useful analogy: the ego is
like a driver on horseback trying to control the horse (id) while it negotiates its way through the world (superego)”. For further details consult. Noelle
McAfee’s  Julia Kristeva. P.31(listed)
vi    The transition from the imaginary to the symbolic signifies transition from nature to culture in which the  intervention of the father plays a 
significant role. By imposing paternal authority he pulls the child out of the imaginary world into a symbolic universe of custom, law and language. 
Father stands for socio-symbolic law and the imposition of the paternal law substitutes the desire for the mother with the law of the father. Through 
the repression or sublimation of the desire for mothers, civilization or custom can develop. It provides foundation for all subsequent social laws. For 
further detail consult Sean Homer. Jacques Lacan.p.57-58 (Listed)
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